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NASK, National Research Institute for Cybersecurity and AI, offers faculty positions in applied mathematics, 
artificial intelligence, and computer science. 



Founded thirty years ago, NASK introduced the Internet to Poland and has been responsible for its development 
ever since, designing efficient and secure digital technologies for the benefit of society. 



As a pioneer of a digital revolution in Poland and a leading research institute in Central Europe, NASK offers an 
outstanding research environment with unique datasets, labs, and network infrastructure, supporting world-class 
scientific research with cybersecurity and artificial intelligence applications.



Now, as part of its ambitious development vision, NASK R&D Centre intends to expand its research activities in new 
directions related to its cybersecurity and AI core. Instead of just applying common best practices and tools from 
those fields, NASK will move towards the cutting edge of state of the art in areas such as linear algebra, control 
theory and cryptography, as well as expand its horizons with quantum computing. These new endeavours call for 
enthusiastic leaders in each field, building their own teams around their own ambitious visions, knowledgeable in 
their fields and passionate about hot research topics worth pursuing.



With open faculty positions, NASK invites talented scientists to establish an original research program and form a 
research group. A passionate and enthusiastic team, excellent working conditions, outstanding salaries, and a 
tenure-track carrier model are all included. 

The research scope includes exciting challenges of efficient and robust machine learning, compressed sensing, 
sparse sensor placement, matrix factorization and completion, and dynamic mode decomposition. It is rooted in 
and vastly inspired by the real-life cybersecurity and natural language processing challenges we deal with daily at 
NASK. These challenges include the development of cybersecurity threat detection and mitigation systems, as well 
as natural language processing systems improving the user experience of public digital services.



We expect our researchers to actively conduct research within the assigned projects and communicate the results 
internally and to the general public. Duties may include teaching activities in various forms if requested.

Applications should be written in English and uploaded to the recruitment system. Application should include:

In case of additional questions feel free to contact us.



Contact

Adam Kozakiewicz


e-mail: adam.kozakiewicz@nask.pl

tel. +48 608 594 719



We are looking forward to hearing from you!

We invite mathematicians and computer scientists to join a research initiative focused on advancing the theory 
and applications of randomized and numerical linear algebra. 



To successfully and efficiently address problems involving rapidly increasing and randomly sampled datasets, we 
need technology powered by algorithms of advanced computational mathematics with linear algebra at its very 
core. Developing the computing engine for machine learning, control, signal processing, data-driven science, and 
engineering is the primary goal of the research initiative we invite you to join.

Master’s degree in mathematics, physics, computer science, control theory or related field and PhD in a STEM 
field;

Documented academic achievements – high-impact publications, conference presentations, participation on 
research projects;

Recognized competence in at least one of the following fields: 

Knowledge of the following topics will be an advantage: compressed sensing, sparse sensor placement, 
dynamic mode decomposition, matrix completion, proximal operators;

Internships in renowned scientific centres, didactic experience and / or experience in management of 
research or R&D projects will be an advantage;

Familiarity with Linux and Windows systems (proficient basic usage, elementary administration skills for own 
computer), programming ability in languages like Matlab, Python, R and Julia, knowledge of ML/AI libraries 
and willingness to learn other tools as necessary;

Fluent English, knowledge of Polish is an advantage;

Proficiency in LaTeX and office suites – authoring publications and presentations as well as other promotional 
materials for research results;

Passion for further academic growth and development of research-driven software.

Cooperation in numerous ambitious R&D projects, national and international,

CV, including a description of scientific achievements (project participation, projects managed, publications, 
roles),

A cover letter including a short vision of the preferred research directions for the team (bullet list no longer 
than half-page),

Declaration of consent to the processing of personal data for recruitment purposes.

High academic freedom – own research within the area of interest of the team is encouraged,

Working in an ambitious and active academic environment with experts in related fields,

Full-time (preferred) or part-time employment with elastic working hours, good salary 16-25k PLN gross / 
month full time)  and comfortable social package (medical package, life insurance, funding for cultural and 
sport activities, etc),

Comfortable working conditions in a conveniently located office in central Warsaw.

linear algebra (numerical or randomized),

numerical methods,

control theory,

machine learning / artificial intelligence;
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